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“Children, I think, all over India have the first claim on us,

Because they represent the Indian of tomorrow”.

-Jawaharlal Nehru

The children are the most important gift given by the god to the man. According to Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru children are the future of the India. Seeds are convert into the plants with due care and protection given to them the same process apply to the children with due care and saving of the children grow and make the bright future our country.

So the court is also declared that Children are “National Assets” in case “Sheela Barse & Another v. Union of India”

1, AIR 1986 SC 1773. Court said that

“it is the duty of the state to look after the child with a view to ensure full development of its personality. If we regard children as an economic entity they are vital to the development of human resources and to safeguard the country’s future. The child cannot develop into a full blown human being, unless constructive and congenial environment is assured for their development. They have to be provided with planned care and adequate socialization opportunities in order to attain human status. They are vulnerable to environmental threats so their survival and health needs must be met first. Their cognitive and emotional development has to be strengthened with stimulus surroundings, love, affection, human warmth & security”.

In our nation, attention to the sexual maltreatment of youngsters still can’t seem to develop. the kid always unable to discuss the sexual maltreatment on the grounds that our general public can't gave the authorization to raised the voiced against the sexual maltreatment .the youngsters feels that on the off chance that they share their encounters not to help yet to hurt. Therefore they feel disgrace and powerless. So there is have to end the quiet of the explicitly harsh kid and help them to come up there torment simultaneously .it is additionally significant gave the discipline to the to the guilty party The different type of sexual maltreatment are discovered like assault, homosexuality, prostitution, attack, kidnapping, interbreeding, sex, contacting private piece of the youngster, exhibitionism and sex entertainment and so on. There are some causes of child sexual abuse :-

This discriminatory treatment to girl child feels low status in their families. Due to their low status and lack of attention in the family they feel inferior and they do not have the suitable environment in their family to share the problems. Girls feel insecure in their own family due to the lack of communication gap. So the abuser take the advantage of this and abuser give special attention to the child and make them as if she is special to him and gain her trust and abuses her sexually so the discrimination of girl child is an important cause factor in her sexual abuse.

1 AIR1986 SC 1773
“Nearly nineteen percent of the world's children live in India, which constitutes forty two percent of India’s total population and around fifty percent of these children are in need of care and protection”.

In the New Oxford English Dictionary, the precise meaning of the expression privacy are defined, is non-appearance or evasion of advertising or else exhibition; the condition or state of exclusion from the community or the interest of the public; separation. The Dictionary of Black’s Law mentions privacy as "the right to be let alone; the right of a person to be free from unwarranted publicity; and the right to live without unwarranted interference by the public in matters with which the public is not necessarily concerned.

An enthralling evolution in the jurisprudence of the Indian Constitutionis the expanded volume has been provided to Article 21 by the Apex Court. Further, the Supreme Court affirmed that the core of all fundamental rights is Article 21. Article 21 has been seen involving various dimensions. The expansion of Article 21 dimensions were made to be achievable only by providing the expressions 'life' and 'liberty' mentioned in Article 21 an extended meaning. These two expressions should not be read narrowly in Article 21. These are natural terms which are to be interpreted meaningfully.

The Apex Court has affirmed that, if one really wishes to use a right as a core right, core here means fundamental, is not mandatory to state it explicitly in the constitution, the rights that are fundamental. The nation’s social, political and economic changes involve emergence of certain advanced rights being recognized. The laws are growing endlessly in order to encounter with the demands of the society.

One of the main advanced arguments through its original exponents in lieu of the “doctrines of privacy” is that the greater intensity and complexity of present-time civilization and the emerging horizons of spiritual feelings have made people more attention seeker or more prone to publicity and have highly increased their privacy while large robotics betterments in the media are increasingly exposed to intimacy the private life of people exploitation by those who think of commercialization and free curiosity. A legally enforceable right to privacy is considered to protect property from this type of individual interference. Alan F. Westin describes the role and functions of privacy that would be appropriate to discuss here. In democratic societies, Westin has described four privacy functions. These can be conveniently grouped under four headings - self-assessment, emotional release, personal autonomy and communication that is protected and limited. Since every human being is a whole organism, these four functions constancy flow into one another, but their separation for analytical purposes helps to clarify the important choices about the privacy of individuals that US law should have in the coming years.

The right to privacy is presented as a design of the elevated judiciary's interpretative capabilities, along with the right that emanates as a result of the wider process of expanding the scope of especially rights that are fundamental.

In India's Constitution, the privacy right isn’t explicit, so it is a question of judicial interpretation. It is brought within the ambit of the rights that are fundamental by the judicial interpretations of fundamental right. The journey of this plan would begin with the search for the solution of question whether the privacy rights are fundamental right, via case examination and some pioneering scholars study.

Privacy is a culturally limited concept. It varies from one point of time to other point of time, the historical context, the position of customs and the prevailing official philosophy. The privacy customs differ greatly from one culture to another, from one situation to various other situations and from society’s system to another society’s system. The question 'what is privacy' has therefore, remained a problem for those who have made an attempt to define it and a few scholars have even abandoned their efforts to define it. The notion of

---

privacy in its wider sweep protects various number of aspects, e.g. no declaration of information about oneself, his intimate affairs, privacy of secrets of the business and no observation by others etc.

One of the main advanced arguments through its original exponents in lieu of the “doctrine of privacy” is that the greater intensity and complexity of present-time civilization and the emerging horizons of spiritual feelings have made people more attention seeker or more prone to publicity and have highly increased their privacy while large robotics betterments in the media are increasingly exposed to intimacy the private life of people exploitation by those who think of commercialization and free curiosity. A legally enforceable right to privacy is considered to protect property from this type of individual interference. Alan F. Westin describes the role and functions of privacy that would be appropriate to discuss here. In democratic societies, Westin has described four privacy functions. These can be conveniently grouped under four headings- self-assessment, emotional release, personal autonomy and communication that is protected and limited. Since every human being is a whole organism, these four functions constancy flow into one another, but their separation for analytical purposes helps to clarify the important choices about the privacy of individuals that US law should have in the coming years.

The Aadhaar Act's two core issues, its denial with the privacy rights as well as its additional outcomes and exploitation that have earlier begun to come into existence. It also introduces and compares the America’s Unique Identification Program (i.e. the Social Security Number) with Aadhaar. It reflects on how, when it comes to legislation that aims to provide unique identity and for national security purposes, there is a much better consideration of privacy. This connects to the unnecessary essential elements and needs that the present government is constantly putting in and the way it causes fundamental problems in society.

An enthralling evolution in the jurisprudence of the Indian Constitution is the expanded volume has been provided to Article 21 by the Apex Court. Further, the Supreme Court affirmed that the core of all fundamental rights is Article 21. Article 21 has been seen involving various dimensions. The expansion of Article 21 dimensions were made to be achievable only by providing the expressions 'life' and 'liberty' mentioned in Article 21 an extended meaning. These two expressions should not be read narrowly in Article 21. These are natural terms which are to be interpreted meaningfully.

‘The privacy customs differ greatly from one culture to another, from one situation to various other situations and from society’s system to another society’s system.' The question 'what is privacy' has therefore, remained a problem for those who have made an attempt to define it and a few scholars have even abandoned their efforts to define it.' The notion of privacy in its wider sweep protects various number of aspects, e.g. no declaration of information about oneself, his intimate affairs, privacy of secrets of the business and no observation by others etc.

Bygone, privacy is a fundamental liberty that is civil in nature, for dignity and personal freedom. The “right to privacy” is an authentication mark of sophisticated reality, in the expressions of Louise Brandeis's, “the right most valued by civilized men”. Winfield has pointed out the privacy right as lack of unlawful intervention accompanied by society isolating property or an individual from the common public. Moreover, shows the lawful recognition of personality of an individual. Globally, this is recognized by the ICCPR (signed by India) and latterly by the ECHR. The common characteristics underlying this fact, however, are their availability against the state, as is the case with other people, with their availability against the state being basic common characteristics, as the situation may be with further more human rights.

---

4 A. Towe, “Growing Awareness of Privacy in America”, 37 Mont. L. Rev. 39 (Winter 1976)
In comparison, the Constitution of India does not expressly acknowledge the privacy right. A few bookman has argued about Indian culture that it is alien to the whole notion of privacy. In “ADM Jabalpur v. Shivakant Shukla”\(^5\), case the SC has determined whether any obstacles apart from that are expressly stated in laws which are constitutional and statutory limit the right to personal liberty. As Khanna J has observed:

"Article 21 is not the sole repository of the right to personal liberty.....no one shall be deprived of his life and personal liberty without the authority of laws follows not merely from common law, it flows equally from statutory law like the penal law in force in India."\(^6\)

Thus, it provides that the privacy rights doesn’t require any need to be explicitly assured, but it could be implied due to its involvement in common law. In recent years, the SC, by “judicial activism”, prefers to “study in the Indian Constitution, the fundamental right to privacy through the innovative explanation of the right to life explicitly mentioned under Article 21”. Further in M.P. Sharma v. Satish Chandra\(^7\), case and later in Kharak Singh’s case, the court's statement categorically rejected the existence of the privacy right.

One of the main advanced arguments through its original exponents in lieu of the “doctrines of privacy” is that the greater intensity and complexity of present-time civilization and the emerging horizons of spiritual feelings have made people more attention seeker or more prone to publicity and have highly increased their privacy while large robotics betterments in the media are increasingly exposed to intimacy the private life of people exploitation by those who think of commercialization and free curiosity. A legally enforceable right to privacy is considered to protect property from this type of individual interference. Alan F. Westin describes the role and functions of privacy that would be appropriate to discuss here. In democratic societies, Westin has described four privacy functions. These can be conveniently grouped under four headings- self-assessment, emotional release, personal autonomy and communication that is protected and limited. Since every human being is a whole organism, these four functions constancy flow into one another, but their separation for analytical purposes helps to clarify the important choices about the privacy of individuals that US law should have in the coming years. The right to privacy is presented as andesign of the elevated judiciary's interpretative capabilities, along with the right that emanates as a result of the wider process of expanding the scope of especially rights that are fundamental. However in the beginning unavailability of the stamps of the SC for the purpose of judicial acceptance, this right was granted legal identification supporting a series of court rulings that are to be critically analyse in the case as discussed above in detailed manner.

In India's Constitution, the privacy right isn’t explicit, so it is a question of judicial interpretation. It is brought within the ambit of the rights that are fundamental by the judicial interpretations of fundamental right. The journey of this plan would begin with the search for the solution of question whether the privacy rights are fundamental right, via case examination and some pioneering scholars study.

Privacy is a culturally limited concept. It varies from time to time, the historical context, the position of customs and the prevailing official philosophy. ‘The privacy customs differ greatly from one culture to another, from one situation to various other situations and from society’s system to another society’s system.’ The question 'what is privacy' has therefore, remained a problem for those who have made an attempt to define it and a few scholars have even abandoned their efforts to define it.’ The notion of privacy in its wider sweep protects various number of aspects, e.g. no declaration of information about oneself, his intimate

\(^5\)AIR 1976 SC 1207.
\(^6\)Dr.Durga Das Basu, *Introduction to the constitution of India 118*(21st ed.,2013)
\(^7\)AIR 1954 SC 300.
\(^8\)A. Towe, “Growing Awareness of Privacy in America”, 37 Mont. L. Rev. 39 (Winter 1976
affairs, privacy of secrets of the business and no observation by others etc. ‘The privacy customs differ greatly from one culture to another, from one situation to various other situations and from society’s system to another society’s system.’ The question ‘what is privacy’ has therefore, remained a problem for those who have made an attempt to define it and a few scholars have even abandoned their efforts to define it. ‘The notion of privacy in its wider sweep protects various number of aspects, e.g. no declaration of information about oneself, his intimate affairs, privacy of secrets of the business and no observation by others etc. It varies from time to time, the historical context, the position of customs and the prevailing official philosophy. ‘The privacy customs differ greatly from one culture to another, from one situation to various other situations and from society’s system to another society’s system.’ The question ‘what is privacy’ has therefore, remained a problem for those who have made an attempt to define it and a few scholars have even abandoned their efforts to define it. ‘The notion of privacy in its wider sweep protects various number of aspects, e.g. no declaration of information about oneself, his intimate affairs, privacy of secrets of the business and no observation by others etc.

One of the main advanced arguments through its original exponents in lieu of the “doctrine of privacy” is that the greater intensity and complexity of present-time civilisation and the emerging horizons of spiritual feelings have made people more attention seeker or more prone to publicity and have highly increased their privacy while large robotics betterments in the media are increasingly exposed to intimacy the private life of people exploitation by those who think of commercialization and free curiosity. A legally enforceable right to privacy is considered to protect property from this type of individual interference.¹⁰ Alan F. Westin describes the role and functions of privacy that would be appropriate to discuss here. In democratic societies, Westin has described four privacy functions. These can be conveniently grouped under four headings - self-assessment, emotional release, personal autonomy and communication that is protected and limited. Since every human being is a whole organism, these four functions constancy flow into one another, but their separation for analytical purposes helps to clarify the important choices about the privacy of individuals that US law should have in the coming years.

The right to privacy is presented as and design of the elevated judiciary's interpretative capabilities, along with the right that emanates as a result of the wider process of expanding the scope of especially rights that are fundamental¹¹. However in the beginning unavailability of the stamps of the SC for the purpose of judicial acceptance, this right was granted legal identification supporting a series of court rulings that are to be critically analyse in the case of Kharak Singh v. State of Punjab¹² in the context of rulings of the Apex Court.

In India's Constitution, the privacy right isn’t explicit, so it is a question of judicial interpretation. It is brought within the ambit of the rights that are fundamental by the judicial interpretations of fundamental right. The journey of this plan would begin with the search for the solution of question whether the privacy rights are fundamental right, via case examination and some pioneering scholars study.

The historical context, the position of customs and the prevailing official philosophy. ‘The privacy customs differ greatly from one culture to another, from one situation to various other situations and from society’s system to another society’s system.’ The question 'what is privacy' has therefore, remained a problem for those who have made an attempt to define it and a few scholars have even abandoned their efforts to define it. ’The notion of privacy in its wider sweep protects various number of aspects, e.g. no declaration of information about oneself, his intimate affairs, privacy of secrets of the business and no observation by others etc.

---

¹⁰ A. Towe, “Growing Awareness of Privacy in America”, 37 Mont. L. Rev. 39 (Winter 1976
¹² AIR 1963 SC 1295.
An entralling evolution in the jurisprudence of the Indian Constitution is the expanded volume has been provided to Article 21 by the Apex Court. Further, the Supreme Court affirmed that the core of all fundamental rights is Article 21. Article 21 has been seen involving various dimensions. The expansion of Article 21 dimensions were made to be achievable only by providing the expressions ‘life’ and ‘liberty’ mentioned in Article 21 an extended meaning. These two expressions should not be read narrowly in Article 21. These are natural terms which are to be interpreted meaningfully.

‘The privacy customs differ greatly from one culture to another, from one situation to various other situations and from society’s system to another society’s system. The question ‘what is privacy' has therefore, remained a problem for those who have made an attempt to define it and a few scholars have even abandoned their efforts to define it.' The notion of privacy in its wider sweep protects various number of aspects, e.g. no declaration of information about oneself, his intimate affairs, privacy of secrets of the business and no observation by others etc.

Privacy is a culturally limited concept. It varies from time to time, the historical context, the position of customs and the prevailing official philosophy. ‘The privacy customs differ greatly from one culture to another, from one situation to various other situations and from society’s system to another society’s system. The question ‘what is privacy' has therefore, remained a problem for those who have made an attempt to define it and a few scholars have even abandoned their efforts to define it.’ The notion of privacy in its wider sweep protects various number of aspects, e.g. no declaration of information about oneself, his intimate affairs, privacy of secrets of the business and no observation by others etc.

As explained in first article of the “United Nation Convention on the Rights of the Child” (CRC)

“A child means every human being below the age of 18 years unless. Under the law which is applicable to the child,” By definition it is clear that children are not capable of making any decision and they are to able to under the act of consensual sexual relationship because of their tender age and lack of education. children are completely dependents on the other persons those are responsible for their care.

Child Sexual Abuse remains a taboo but it’s a very real problem in India. Child sexual abuse is most heinous crime against the children. Most of the children silently suffer the mental and emotional trauma. The few of them file the complaint against the abuse but mostly not taken seriously this is because of the mental level of our society and lack of effective legislation.

To preserve family reputation has made child sexual abuse an invisible crime in India.

In our nation, attention to the sexual maltreatment of youngsters still can't seem to develop. the kid always unable to discuss the sexual maltreatment on the grounds that our general public can't gave the authorization to raised the voiced against the sexual maltreatment. the youngsters feels that on the off chance that they share their encounters not to help yet to hurt. Therefore they feel disgrace and powerless. So there is have to end the quiet of the explicitly harsh kid and help them to come up there torment simultaneously .it is additionally significant gave the discipline to the to the guilty party The different type of sexual maltreatment are discovered like assault, homosexuality, prostitution, attack, kidnapping, interbreeding, sex, contacting private piece of the youngster, exhibitionism and sex entertainment and so on. There are some causes of child sexual abuse:-

________________________
This discriminatory treatment to girl child feels low status in their families. Due to their low status and lack of attention in the family they feel inferior and they do not have the suitable environment in their family to share the problems. Girls feel insecure in their own family due to the lack of communication gap. So the abuser take the advantage of this and abuser give special attention to the child and make them as if she is special to him and gain her trust and abuses her sexually so the discrimination of girl child is an important cause factor in her sexual abuse.

The youngsters are very scared of talking their folks about there issues. There is absence of association or absence of well disposed conduct between the guardians and the kids this outcome into the less improvement of the youngster .Some families limit their kids from making the most of their freedoms like open air games and blending in with different offspring of their equivalent age gathering. Strained climate at home cause the youngsters to feel less self-assurance, stay silent and subsequently it came about in to manhandle and the kids are not having a sense of security in their own family.

On the off chance that there is any mix-up submitted by the kid the guardians gave the discipline to their kid like beating, admonishing , locking , no talking and so on these sort of discipline fixed the dread in the core of the youngster subsequently they are not share their feelings and not tell about their misuse. There is no passionate help offered to them by their folks right now imagining the well wisher of the youngster and get the chance to win the trust of the kid and misuse them one time as well as every now and again.

Gender discrimination among children prevails in the Indian families the discrimination can be of familial, cultural, education discrimination etc. The girl child can suffer the more discrimination rather than boys. According to the society girls consider as weaker section. The types of discrimination are follows as:-

(i) Familial discrimination includes : food , housework going outside etc
(ii) Economic discrimination includes: sending to trips , to buy new clothes buying new books etc.
(iii) Cultural discrimination includes: playing, going to cinema, watching t.v. and visiting friends.
(iv) Educational discrimination includes: sending to school, to participate in school programmes etc.

This discriminatory treatment to girl child feels low status in their families. Due to their low status and lack of attention in the family they feel inferior and they do not have the suitable environment in their family to share the problems. Girls feel insecure in their own family due to the lack of communication gap. So the abuser take the advantage of this and abuser give special attention to the child and make them as if she is special to him and gain her trust and abuses her sexually so the discrimination of girl child is an important cause factor in her sexual abuse.

sexual abuse :-

This discriminatory treatment to girl child feels low status in their families. Due to their low status and lack of attention in the family they feel inferior and they do not have the suitable environment in their family to share the problems. Girls feel insecure in their own family due to the lack of communication gap. So the abuser take the advantage of this and abuser give special attention to the child and make them as if she is special to him and gain her trust and abuses her sexually so the discrimination of girl child is an important cause factor in her sexual abuse.

The youngsters are very scared of talking their folks about there issues. There is absence of association or absence of well disposed conduct between the guardians and the kids this outcome into the less improvement of the youngster .Some families limit their kids from making the most of their freedoms like open air games
and blending in with different offspring of their equivalent age gathering. Strained climate at home cause the youngsters to feel less self-assurance, stay silent and subsequently it came about in to manhandle and the kids are not having a sense of security in their own family.

On the off chance that there is any mix-up submitted by the kid the guardians gave the discipline to their kid like beating, admonishing, locking, no talking and so on these sort of discipline fixed the dread in the core of the youngster subsequently they are not share their feelings and not tell about their misuse. There is no passionate help offered to them by their folks right now imagining the well wisher of the youngster and get the chance to win the trust of the kid and misuse them one time as well as every now and again.

This discriminatory treatment to girl child feels low status in their families. Due to their low status and lack of attention in the family they feel inferior and they do not have the suitable environment in their family to share the problems. Girls feel insecure in their own family due to the lack of communication gap. So the abuser take the advantage of this and abuser give special attention to the child and make them as if she is special to him and gain her trust and abuses her sexually so the discrimination of girl child is an important cause factor in her sexual abuse.

The youngsters are very scared of talking their folks about there issues. There is absence of association or absence of well disposed conduct between the guardians and the kids this outcome into the less improvement of the youngster. Some families limit their kids from making the most of their freedoms like open air games and blending in with different offspring of their equivalent age gathering. Strained climate at home cause the youngsters to feel less self-assurance, stay silent and subsequently it came about in to manhandle and the kids are not having a sense of security in their own family.

On the off chance that there is any mix-up submitted by the kid the guardians gave the discipline to their kid like beating, admonishing, locking, no talking and so on these sort of discipline fixed the dread in the core of the youngster subsequently they are not share their feelings and not tell about their misuse. There is no passionate help offered to them by their folks right now imagining the well wisher of the youngster and get the chance to win the trust of the kid and misuse them one time as well as every now and again.

It would not be right to state that successive visits of pariahs particularly neighbors, companions and so on is one reason behind kid sexual maltreatment it absolutely gives a free opportunity to potential abusers as neighbors or family members who without guardians can exploit kids. On the off chance that the relationship is frail between the guardians and the youngsters,, at that point these incessant and non-obstructive visits can do brilliant kindness to the abusers.

The day by day costs of the family, the mother of the family has begun venturing outside the four divider limits of their home to win cash for the endurance of their large families in view of this mother leaving their kids on the benevolence of neighbors or family members then there will be progressively chance for sexual maltreatment of kids.

Feeble financial condition by one way or another some place uncovered the youngster and makes obvious objective for the sex wrongdoers since they realize that they won't make clamor and regardless of whether they do, they can be effectively stop them with cash or force if the pay of group of injured individual is exceptionally low.

Instruction can't be an immediate reason for youngster sexual maltreatment however absence of training or under-instruction makes kids increasingly youthful. They can't pass judgment on a circumstance appropriately and can't comprehend the results of any unsafe demonstration. An un-taught or under-instructed compliant kid
turns into an obvious objective sexual guilty party. Sex instruction "encourages kids to perceive conceivably injurious circumstances, with the goal that they realize when to apply the obstruction abilities. Youngsters are educated about acceptable, terrible and confounding contacts and the emotions coming about because of these contacts to clarify misuse. The most significant target which "sex training satisfies to check the danger of sexual maltreatment is to urge youngsters to report past or continuous maltreatment and to promise kids that misuse is never the kid's shortcoming".

In our nation, attention to the sexual maltreatment of youngsters still can't seem to develop. the kid always unable to discuss the sexual maltreatment on the grounds that our general public can't gave the authorization to raised the voiced against the sexual maltreatment .the youngsters feels that on the off chance that they share their encounters not to help yet to hurt. Therefore they feel disgrace and powerless. So there is have to end the quiet of the explicitly harsh kid and help them to come up there torment simultaneously .it is additionally significant gave the discipline to the to the guilty party The different type of sexual maltreatment are discovered like assault, homosexuality, prostitution, attack, kidnapping, interbreeding, sex, contacting private piece of the youngster, exhibitionism and sex entertainment and so on. There are some causes of child sexual abuse :-

This discriminatory treatment to girl child feels low status in their families. Due to their low status and lack of attention in the family they feel inferior and they do not have the suitable environment in their family to share the problems. Girls feel insecure in their own family due to the lack of communication gap. So the abuser take the advantage of this and abuser give special attention to the child and make them as if she is special to him and gain her trust and abuses her sexually so the discrimination of girl child is an important cause factor in her sexual abuse.

Sakshi v Union of India

“This was the case filed by an NGO called ‘Sakshi’ raising concern about the dramatic increase of sexual violence against women and children and the implementation of the provisions of Indian Penal Code that is Sections 377, 375/376 and 354. The petitioners raised the problem of confining rape cases only to penile-vaginal penetration which has now been amended by the 2013 Criminal Law amendment as it was violative of Article 21 of the Indian Constitution. A number of statistical data has revealed that children are often abused in manner other than the penile/ vaginal penetration. It is often by means of penile/anal penetration, penile/oral penetration, finger/vaginal penetration or object/vaginal penetration. Also, putting these cases within the ambit of Section 377 would be highly unjust. Petitioners had put emphasis on Article 15 (3) of the Constitution which provides for special provisions for women and children which necessarily implies ‘adequate provisions’”.

---

1Chandra Pal, Right to Privacy - Emerging As a Constitutional Right, 18Civil and Military Law Journal, 42 (1982).
2Chandra Pal, Right to Privacy - Emerging As a Constitutional Right, 18Civil and Military Law Journal, 42 (1982).
4This appears in Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights, as well as Article 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
5Legal experts such as UpendraBaxi have expressed doubts about the evolution of privacy as a value in human relations in India. Everyday experiences in the Indian setting, from the manifestation of good neighborliness through constant surveillance by next-door neighbours, to unabated curiosity at other people's illness or personal vicissitudes, suggests otherwise, as referred to in SheetalAsrani-Dann The right to privacy in the era of Smart Governance Journal of the Indian Law Institute, (Vol. 47, 2005).
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